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Traditional charge-based memories, such as dynamic ran-
dom-access memory (DRAM) and flash, are approaching their
scaling limits. A variety of resistance-based memories, such as
phase-change  memory  (PCM),  magnetic  random-access
memory  (MRAM)  and  resistive  random-access  memory
(RRAM), have been long considered for emerging memory ap-
plications  thanks  to  their  non-volatility,  fast  speed,  low
power,  and compact size for potentially high-density integra-
tion. More recently, they are also extensively studied as mem-
ristors  for  neuromorphic  computing,  which  has  quite  differ-
ent  requirements  on  their  resistive  switching  characteristics
compared  to  digital  memory  application.  In  the  past  decade,
tremendous progresses, from materials and physical mechan-
isms to  devices  and neuromorphic  systems,  have been made
to advance the field.

To  capture  the  recent  advancements  and  report  the
latest  breakthroughs  in  this  field,  we  organized  a  special  is-
sue on beyond Moore, which will be published in two consec-
utive issues on Journal of Semiconductors. The first one, focus-
ing  on  resistive  switching  devices  for  emerging  memory  and
neuromorphic  computing,  consists  of  five  comprehensive  re-
view papers and three original research articles. Sokolov et al.
provides  a  comprehensive  review  on  the  working  mechan-
isms, materials, and engineering techniques of memristors for
emerging  memory  and  neuromorphic  computing[1].  Yang et
al.  survey  the in  situ transmission  electron  microscopy  stud-
ies  on  the  switching  mechanisms  of  nonvolatile  memories
and  also  their  packaging  reliability[2].  Besides  two-terminal
memristors,  Huang et  al.  review  the  materials  and  working
mechanisms of electrolyte-gated transistors as promising syn-
aptic  elements  for  high-performance  neuromorphic  comput-
ing[3].  Chen et  al.  revisit  the  advances  in  the hardware imple-
mentations of neural network accelerators and numerical com-

puting  units  using  memristor  crossbar  arrays[4].  Liao et  al.  re-
view recent developments in neuromorphic vision sensors for
highly efficient image processing by mimicking neuro-biologic-
al  structures  and functionalities  of  the retina[5].  In  addition to
those review articles,  Gong et  al.  present an original  research
paper on the interesting short-term synaptic  plasticity  in  ion-
gel  gated  graphene  synaptic  transistors  with  electric  double
layer[6].  Shi et al. report the voltage-dependent plasticity, tun-
ing  from  short-term  plasticity  to  long-term  potentiation,  of
tungsten oxide-based memristive synapses and further demon-
strates  the  image  Boolean  operations  in  the  memristive  syn-
apse array[7]. Tao et al. carry out in-depth studies on the neut-
ron  irradiation  effect  on  the  electrochemical  metallization
memory  devices,  showing  excellent  reliability  performance
against neutron irradiation[8].

We sincerely hope this special issue could provide a valu-
able overview and perspective on the developments of emer-
ging  memory  and  neuromorphic  computing.  We  also  hope
the  creative  research  articles  in  this  special  issue  could  in-
spire  more  research  interest  in  this  field  to  tackle  the  chal-
lenges  towards  future  applications  in  memory  and  neur-
omorphic systems.  We would like to thank all  the authors for
their  outstanding  contributions  to  this  special  issue.  We  are
also  grateful  to  the  editorial  and  production  staff  of Journal
of Semiconductors for their assistance.
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